Radix Table for Trigonometric Functions and Their Inverses to High Accuracy 1. Introduction.-By means of two algorithms, based upon the addition theorem for tan x, and a radix table of arctan (m-10_n), m = 1(1)9, « = 1(1)6, to 20D, one has the means of calculating tan x(x<7t/4) and arctan x to at least 18D from a one-page table. The other trigonometric functions and their inverses follow easily. All division operations may be done upon an ordinary 10-bank desk calculator, so that no intermediate written work is necessary.
2. To obtain tan x.--If x < \rr, subtract from x the largest tabular value of arctan ai that leaves a positive remainder *i; from this remainder subtract the largest tabular value of arctan a2 that leaves a positive remainder x2.
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Continue in this way until the remainder x6 = x -£ arctan a¿ is reached.
The a< are all exact, each with a single significant digit, unless zero.
By evaluating in turn fe = tan x6 -x6, U-i = . _ -, i = 6, 5, 4, 3,2,1;
one can obtain t0 = t = tan x. An easier alternative is to evaluate in turn a = »i + a2, b -a3 + 04, c = o6 + a«; d = 1 -aia2, e = 1 -a3ait / = 1 -a&ae;
Ai -ae -\-bd, A2 = de -ab, Bi = c + /x6, B2 = S -ex«.
Then t = tan x = (AiB2 + A2Bi)/(A2B2 -A1B1).
If ix < x < %*, evaluate x' -\v -x -1.57079 63267 94896 61923 -x;
then tan x = 1/tan x' to as many significant figures as are known to 18 decimals in x'. Other functions are given by sin x = t(l + I2)"*, cos x = (1 + t2)~\ cot x = l/t, sec x = (1 + Z2)*, cosec x = (1 + t2)*/t.
3. To obtain arctan t.-If / < 1, evaluate in turn ti = (t -ai)/(l + aj) where ax is the first decimal digit of /, t2 = (ti -a2)/(l + a2ii) where a2 is the second decimal digit of ti, the first being zero, and so on, until h is reached, using A. To obtain tan x, for x = .56548 66776 46162 78292:
Here arctan .6 is seen to be thé largest value of arctan aj such that x -arctan Oi is positive. From x -arctan .6 = Xi = .02506 71773 75578 62748, a2 is seen to be .02.
From xi -arctan .02 = x2 = .00506 98434 02428 09442, a3 is seen to be .005. . This article gives two tables of functions having to do with viscous flow.
The function <p(a) is defined by <p(a) = 8 £ «(2« + l)a2"-2/(2« + 2)! n=l
